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Summary
 CSIC: Spanish National Research Council
 CSIC library collections
 Arabic and Hebrew manuscripts in the CSIC
 History and previous projects
 Manuscript@ project: definition and objectives
What’s CSIC?
 Research State Agency (2007)
 116 institutes
 6% Spanish research community
 10.600 staff (5.000 scientists)
 879 M € budget  2008 (2/3 
MCIIN,1/3 other)
 Colaborates national and
internationally with : 
university+industry for a 
technological and scientifc policy
 Organisation based on 8 scientific
areas
 CSIC scientific production represents
20% of ISI Spanish representation
 CSIC Library Network
 78 libraries,  
 1.724.000 items/71.000 serials
 13.000 e-journals 197.000 e-
books
 8,5 M€
The Library Network
 It’s composed by 78 research libraries
 Located each one within a scientific institute
 Spread over the country (mainly in Madrid, Cataluña, 
Andalucía and Valencia regions)
 Its mission: “support the scientific excellence by giving 
access to scientific information resources”
 The library network management is up to the “Libraries 
Coordination Unit”
 Main goal: “act as an horizontal system within CSIC for 
scientific information to guarantee selection, 
organisation, promotion, access and preservation of 
information resources”
CSIC Collections
 Multidisciplinarity-High level of specialization
 Complete (Large historical collections)
 Print: Digital:
 1.620.766 ej.(991.356 tít.)               197.000 e-books
 47.614 tít (27% life) 13.048 e-serials
 26.106 ej. maps 104  bbdd
 30.339 doc. archives 20.500 doc.  DIGITAL.CSIC
The Oriental Manuscripts Collection
 CSIC oriental manuscripts collection is dated between XIII and 
XIX Centuries and keeps more than 150 manuscripts.
 Subjets:
 Arabic and Aljamiados : Coran, Hadith, religious, legal, 
historical, agricultural and literary manuscripts
 Hebrew: Ketubbot, amulets, Esther scrolls, Cabbala and 
Talmud manuscripts
 The manuscripts are kept in:
 Escuela de Estudios Árabes (Granada)
 http://www.eea.csic.es/index.php?option=com_content&ta
sk=view&id=101&Itemid=50
 Biblioteca Tomás Navarro Tomás (Madrid)
 http://biblioteca.cchs.csic.es/
Arabic Manuscripts:
Al-Tirmiḏī: Kitāb al-Šamā’il Tafsīr de Arévalo (Ms. J62)
Hebrew Manuscripts:
Ketubá (Salónica, 1828) 
Esther Scroll (XVIIIth Century)
Granada Collection and History
 Collection:
 52 Arabic codex (93 
different documents)
 9 bundle
 1 Hebrew codex
 Origin:
 University of Granada 
(1932)
 Bought to Granados 
Montoro family by 1980
Granada Collection
Ibn Luyūn: Agriculture treatise (Almería 1348) Cabbala (S.XV)
Madrid Collection
 Collection: 
 101 Arabic and
aljamiados manuscripts
 5 Arabic manuscripts
 20 Hebrew manuscripts
 Origin:
 First collection was
bought in 1910
 5 arised in 2007  
 Hebrew were bougth in 
1950 by the CSIC 
Hebrew specialists
Manuscritos de la Junta:
 In 1884, a manuscript collection
appears in Almonacid de la 
Sierra (Zaragoza). 
 Documents were conserved
from the 16th century in a 
watertight compartment
between the main floor and the
ground floor of a private house.
 The manuscripts were sold to an
antiquarian, D. Pablo Gil, by the
end of the nineteenth century.
 The collection was bought in 
1910 by the JAE, the previous
institution to CSIC.
Previous Projects
 Granada Arabic collection
 First described in 1899 by Almagro Cárdenas
 Was described in 1984 by Concepción Castillo
 Partially described in 2007 by M.L. Ávila and C. de la Torre
 Three documents were digitalized in eighties
 Some of them are in the CSIC OPAC
 One ms. has been studied and edited in 1975 and 1988
 Madrid Arabic collection has been:
 Was described in 1912 by Asín y Ribera
 Microfilmed in 1985
 Digitalized (Black and white) in 1998
 Description is not in the CSIC-OPAC
 Some documents had been edited and studied
 Madrid Hebrew manuscripts have beed catalogued in the Catálogo 
de manuscritos hebreos de la Comunidad de Madrid. The Granada’s one 
is not described yet.
Manuscript@CSIC: The Project
 In 2009, the Libraries Coordination Unit with ILC (CCHS) and EEA 
think about including Arabic and Hebrew manuscripts collections
in the digitalization projects for 2010 and applies for CSIC funds. 
 Manuscript@CSIC will be a Digital Portal for Arabic and Hebrew
manuscripts kept in the CSIC libraries.
 The main goals are:
 Describe and catalogue every document
 Restore the deteriorated codex-manuscripts
 Digitalize every page
 Publish the digitalized copy trough the portal 
Manuscript@CSIC
 Improve the preservation conditions
 Integration with national-international manuscripts projects
 Team: librarians+ Arabic and Hebrew manuscripta specialists
 Budget: 61.000 €
 Duration: 1 year
The Project Offers:
 Experience. The working team has published previous 
cataloguing projects, following new codicological and 
paleographical guidelines, by means of common 
methodologies and research protocols: Hebrew Manuscripts 
in Madrid libraries (2001-2006), Montserrat Abbey 
Manuscripts (2004-2010)
 Multifaceted study : First time including manuscripts in 
different languages. We cut across linguistic and religious 
lines by focusing on the material aspects of the production 
of manuscripts.
 Research feasibilities : First time offering on-line tools, 
useful for scholars and librarians
Describing and Cataloguing
 The description is being made by specialist using
codicological and bibliographical rules.
 The information is being included in CIRBIC, the
CSIC bibliographic catalogue (MARC21-ALEPH)
 The digitalized copy would be accesible from the
description but also from the digital portal 
(following CSIC Digitization Plan+METS+PREMIS)
 A “turn the page system” will be implemented
Cataloguing Examples:
Cataloguing Examples
Restoration Project:
 Unrestored manuscript:  Restored manuscript:
Improve Preservation Conditions:
Digitalizing Documents:
 CSIC has implemented the
standard METS: Metadata
Encoding and Transmission
Standard
 The project and CSIC’s 
profile for metadates is:
 MetsHdr
 DMDSEC
 TechMD (Premis:Object)
 RightsMD
 DigiprovMD (Premis:Event)
 FILESEC
 STRUCTMAP
Digital Portal 
Digital portal is under development. 
Main references:
 http://aedilis.irht.cnrs.fr/lexicon/index.htm
 http://www.e-corpus.org/
 http://library.wellcome.ac.uk/archmss.html
 http://library.princeton.edu/projects/islamic/index.html
Digital Portal Examples:
Digital Portal Examples
Digital Portal Examples
Digital Portal Examples
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